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DAVID
HOHIMER
TAKES A SHOT
WOMEN OF INFLUENCE
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‘Compassionate
leadership can
change businesses
and the world’
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Tacoma morphs
into Tech-oma
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Reports that Amazon is looking for
office space in Tacoma spotlights
what residents have known for a
while: The city is a burgeoning
tech hub. MARC STILES, 6
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Aerospace suppliers
brace for worst
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A veteran consultant predicts
small- and medium-sized
companies will be hurt the most
by the industrywide downturn,
despite government attempts to
help. ANDREW MCINTOSH, 8
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More relief in store
for some businesses
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Seattle is accepting applications
through the end of November for a
new round of $10,000 grants from
the Small Business Stabilization
Fund. MARC STILES, 14
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Two-year-old
firm sees growth
HOHIMER WEALTH MANAGEMENT USES A UNIQUE
SPACE TO HELP BUILD CLIENT RELATIONSHIPS
BY TONY LYSTRA | tlystra@bizjournals.com, 206-876-5421, @TonyPSBJ
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n 2018, David Hohimer left Wells Fargo to found Hohimer Wealth
Management in downtown Seattle. The firm has since grown from just
less than 160 clients to 200.
Hohimer left Wells Fargo with over $500 million in client assets. That
number has since grown to more than $800 million.
The firm’s average client has $3.5 million in assets.
Of note, Hohimer’s firm has in its offices a speakeasy, which looks like
it was snatched straight out of the era of Prohibition. It’s a place for clients
and employees to gather after the close of business, sip a drink, enjoy a
game on TV and chat.
We sat down with Hohimer to talk about the firm, the current economic
environment and, of course, the speakeasy.
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Fargo, they got into the press for
doing silly things. We decided to
start looking at the fiduciary aspect,
an advisory piece and getting away
from the broker-dealer space where
essentially everybody’s making
money on the client, except the
client. And so what kind of struck
my chord was the clients were kind
of getting fed up with the news
about Wells Fargo. So that’s why
I said it’s time that we take our
clients and do a better job.
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Tell me about your background
in the business, how you got your
start, and where you took it from
there. I got into the industry in
April of 1991, so I’ve been doing
this coming up on 30 years.
And I got into the industry by
happenstance. A good friend of
mine was interviewing at a firm
in Chicago, where I’m from. I
was born in Chicago and raised
in Chicago. I was looking for
a job so I go with him to the
interview. And they hired
me and didn’t hire him. And
that’s how I really got into this
industry. But they did finally
hire him because I said no,
unless my friend could get
a job because he needed to
pay me rent. So I did that for
the summer. I was engaged
at the time to a girl that I met
in high school. And after
about three months at that
firm, I wasn’t quite sure what
I was going to do. I took a
break, and I came out here to
Seattle and ended up getting
married that year. I went back
to Chicago and kind of reengaged and started working
at Oppenheimer. I went back
in ‘92, stayed there through ‘95,
then moved out to Seattle in 1995
with Oppenheimer, and this grew
from there.
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ANTHONY BOLANTE | PSBJ
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What made you decide to strike
out on your own? I went to Wells
Fargo – great brand name. They
weren’t in trouble with the housing
crisis. And everything was going
well, but after a decade with Wells

Tell me about your firm’s
liability work. You can’t really do
comprehensive wealth planning
if you can’t really talk about the
debt load that clients have. We
actually talk about how much debt
they have, how are they going to
retire the debt and what the debt
is being used for. So, when I was at
Wells forming this team, that was
always a crucial piece to us because
folks can have a lot of capital
and folks can have a lot of debt,
but if they don’t manage the two
appropriately, somebody gets in
trouble. If you don’t manage it, like
anything, it can get away from you.
How about your philanthropic
services? We have the expertise
in-house to help our clients, create
vision, mission, value statement
for their own foundations. With
Seattle, there’s a lot of money. I
mean, with Amazon being almost
$2 trillion in the last decade, there’s
a lot of money in Seattle. And, you
know, we think that there’s a lot
of new money that doesn’t really
understand the process of setting
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DAVID HOHIMER
Age: 50
Education: Bachelor’s degree
from National Lewis University,
Chicago, 1991, as well as a
series of certificates in financial
management
Family: Wife and four adult sons:
Hudson, Jack, Harrison and Maxwell
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up a foundation, the dynamics of
how we give money, whom we give
money to, how we create grant
processes. We can guide them
through the process of setting up
foundations. At the same time, we
are creating our own kind of vision
of giving back profits every year to
the community at large. As of 2021,
we’re going to commit 5% of all
profits back to the community that
we’re operating in.
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service thing. And this just took it
to another level where we can take
care of our customers in a different
kind of way.
When we’re done with business
we’d go in and have a drink or talk
about the family. We just wanted
simply to get into a smaller, more
intimate, warmer place. Watch a
game together. We’ve got policies
for the speakeasy and for how
we use it. We want to be kind of
prudent and cautious.
This interview has been edited for
length and clarity.
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We hear you guys have a speakeasy
... We wanted something unique
for the employees and for clients
to experience while they’re at the
firm, after business was done.
It’s been an incredible building
tool for the team here, which is
an added benefit; we really didn’t
know what was going to happen.
And before we got stuck with all
the crazy (from the pandemic), we
had a chance to experience some
of the clients coming in and the
response was overwhelming. It was
just a great intimate, casual, fun
place. We just thought it was an
incredible addition to what we’re
already offering here. We’ve got
a great space, great views. It was
just another notch in our belt for
something to do that you really
pride yourself on — the whole
customer white-glove-boutique-

A DAY IN THE LIFE

We asked David Hohimer to break
down his typical workday:
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What do you think it looks like
post vaccine? There’s two different
pictures. There’s $2.4 trillion in
savings. The vaccine comes out,
people adopt it, herd immunity
is relatively quick in nine months
or 12 months. The capital’s there
and it kind of doesn’t miss too
big of a beat and things are good,
right? 2022 is good. 2023 is good.
That’s my hope. What I’m nervous
about is that there’s a big gap, that
the vaccine doesn’t get adopted
as quickly as everybody wants
because there’s so many antivaccine folks out there and so many
people concerned about the effects
of a vaccine. And then people do go
through their savings and then we
have another recession.
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What are you telling your clients
during this crazy time? We
have very little experience with
pandemics, so this is something
new, something that we have to
be cautious and concerned about.
We’re not taking extreme risk here,
because we just don’t know what
this looks like post-pandemic. So
most of our clients, we’re telling
them steady as you go. Let’s not
take more risk on. Let’s not borrow
more money to take on new
ventures. And let’s kind of see what
this thing looks like after a vaccine.

CONGRATULATIONS

Hobbies: I love playing golf. I just
did the Grand Canyon for seven
days and hiked out. I love reading.
I helped set up West Seattle Junior
Football 10 years ago so I love
coaching. I love giving back to the
community. I love football.
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